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Potholes north of Cambridge:

z � (01353) 667826)

Street lighting and traffic signal problems:

z � 0800 253529

z � street.lighting@transportation-
.camcnty.gov.uk

z http://www.cambridgeshire.gov.uk/
sub/eandt/highways/slight.htm

Traffic wardens:

z � (01223) 358966

Parkside police station:

z � (01223) 358966
Clare Macrae

A summary of some useful contact
details. Please do report any problems
you encounter, and also let us know if you
think of any extra information to add to
this section.

Potholes, bad road
surfaces, overgrown
foliage in Cambridge:

z � (01223) 458260

z http://www.camcy-
cle.org.uk/
resources/
problems/
potholes.html

Potholes south of
Cambridge:

z � (01223) 833717
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At long last the contractors have left, the no-cycling signs have been removed and
cyclists can ride through once more. The major streetscape works in Magdalene Street
and Bridge Street are – just about – complete.

The biggest change is the introduction of single-lane traffic in the narrow section of
Magdalene Street, with traffic heading out of the city centre giving way to traffic
entering it. Only time will show, however, whether drivers of northbound motor vehicles
really do give way to southbound cyclists.

The other big change is the introduction of two-way traffic through the rising
bollards. This should reduce
congestion and eliminate the
problem of buses swinging into
the path of cyclists when
leaving the bollards. However
this has meant that the cycle
by-passes on either side of the
bollards are very narrow, and
the kerbs that were previously
used to segregate the cycle
by-passes have been replaced
by curious black metal fences
that look rather like Sheffield
cycle parking racks. We hope
that we don’t get any accidents
caused by cyclists colliding
with these fences, especially in
the dark.

We have already received complaints about the advanced stop line at the north end
of Magdalene Street, which for some reason only extends one-third of the way across
the lane. This reduces the number of bikes that can wait there, and prevents right-
turning cyclists waiting in the correct position.

New road markings have been introduced at the Bridge Street–St John’s
Street–Round Church Street junction. Whilst these make the priorities rather clearer
than they were previously, cyclists turning right from Bridge Street into St John’s Street
have to ride the ‘wrong way’ for several metres in the face of oncoming traffic.
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If you like what you see in this
newsletter, you can add your voice to
those of our other 650 members, and join
the Campaign.

Membership costs are low: £7.50
individual, £3.50 unwaged, £12
household. For this, you get six
newsletters a year, discounts at a large
number of bike shops, and optional
third-party liability insurance. Please get
in touch if you want to hear more.

Cambridge Cycling Campaign was set
up in 1995 to voice the concerns of
cyclists. We are not a cycling club but an
organisation lobbying and campaigning
for the rights of cyclists, and promoting
cycling in and around Cambridge.

Our regular stall on Saturdays outside
the Guildhall is the public face of the
campaign; volunteers are always
welcome to help. And don’t forget our
meetings, open to all, on the first
Tuesday of each month, 7.30 for 8.00
pm at the Friends’ Meeting House, Jesus
Lane, Cambridge.

(OHFWHG 2IILFHUV
Co-ordinator – Clare Macrae

�h 501050�w 336024

Treasurer – Simon Nuttall� 500902

Membership Secretary
Liaison Officer – David Earl� 504095

Stall Officer –
Paul Tonks� 07870 441257

Press Officer –
Sam Davies�

sam_j_davies@hotmail.com

Newsletter Editor – Mark Irving�
882378

Officers Without Portfolio – Jim
Chisholm, Martyn Smith, Richard Taylor,
Lisa Woodburn and Wookey
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Cambridge Cycling Campaign
PO Box 204
Cambridge CB4 3FN

Telephone messages� (01223) 690718

http://www.camcycle.org.uk
E-mail � contact@camcycle.org.uk

This newsletter
is printed on
recycled paper
by Victoire
Press, Bar Hill.

Grant aided by

The new layout at the rising bollards avoids buses
swinging into the path of cyclists, but the cycle

by-pass lanes are narrow and the separators may be
hard to see at night.
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This year’s AGM will be at 8 pm on Tuesday 6 November at the Friends’ Meeting
House, Jesus Lane, Cambridge.

The agenda is:

z 7.30 Free tea, coffee and biscuits

z 8.00 Invited speaker – Bill Park Weir, Travel for Work adviser

z 8.45 AGM business

z 9.45 Meeting closes (and adjourns to the Maypole)

$*0 EXVLQHVV
The formal business of the AGM will be brief, consisting mainly of:

z Short reports from some of this year’s officers.

z Motions. To propose a motion, please try to submit it to the Co-ordinator�
501050 by Sunday 28 October.

z Elections. To nominate someone for a post, please try to notify the Co-ordinator�
501050 by Sunday 28 October.

(OHFWLRQV
Nominations are welcomed for any of the elected posts. There are currently twelve
posts, filled by eleven people (see Elected Officers on Page 2).

On a personal note, I have decided not to stand for re-election as Co-ordinator this
year. I have enjoyed the honour since the post was created at our first AGM in 1996.
Although I am very much planning to stay involved with the Campaign (including
Newsletter production, amongst other things), I am ready for a break from the
day-to-day running of the organisation.

Even though I am not going to be disappearing altogether, I would like to take this
opportunity to thank for their hard work the many Campaign members who have made
it the effective and, I believe, respected organisation that it is today.

Clare Macrae
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2 Magdalene Street and Bridge

Street: open at last
Reporting Problems

3 Annual General Meeting
Secretary wanted

4 Newmarket Road – considering
cyclists at last

6 Quy

7 Coldham’s Lane bridge – what
we said

8 Super bus – super crunch?
9 Virtually moving – new numbers

to contact the Campaign
‘Obstructions’ – a new subgroup

10 Münster – a rich Westfalian
experience: picture report from
our fact-finding visit

13 Campaigning events: CCN/CTC
Cycle Planning and CTC
Campaign Skills workshops

14 Radegund Road – on and off
(the road)
Cycling provision in Radegund
and Davy roads: a response

15 Linked at last: Rustat Road to
Clifton Road cycle path opens
Cycling shorts: Found cycles,
Bicycle Safe Hire Scheme, Home
Farm Trust sponsored ride,
Christmas, and a parking survey

16 Bus shelters update
Creation of dedicated cycleway
through Downing Site

17 Transport summit: Anne
Campbell MP brings together
local transport specialists for a
day
New Travel for Work Adviser:
Bill Park Weir is to speak at our
AGM

18 Xtreme Lites reviewed
Small ads

19 Campaign Diary
Shop until you drop: four useful
County Council maps

20 Your Streets This Month:
another buildout in Queen’s
Road, Magdalene Street works
finishing, Thompson’s Lane,
Auckland Road and Garlic Row
mini cattle grids

It’s become very apparent over the last
year that we’ve got to the point where we
are having difficulty coping with the
volume of correspondence Cambridge
Cycling Campaign receives. We need
help to be more effective and to support
the large organisation we now are. We
are looking for someone who, perhaps,
can work from home during the day to
manage incoming items.

The post is voluntary – the Campaign
isn’t in a league where it can afford to pay
salaries – but we can offer reasonable
expenses for using your own computer,
bike, and so on. And of course, we’ll
reimburse any direct costs and provide
equipment such as a scanner if
necessary. In return we are looking for a
regular commitment to spending three or
four hours a week, at least twice during
the week, making sure we are up to date.

Exact details are negotiable, but
responsibilities might include:

z Collecting post and receiving email

z Recording incoming items and
matching replies to items sent

z Scanning important items into a
computer and distributing them to
committee members and subgroups

z Keeping track of key dates for
responses

z Obtaining and distributing key
Council committee papers

z Sending standard replies where
appropriate

z Filing incoming and outgoing items

z Liaising with the committees
(including, possibly, attending and
taking minutes at committee
meetings)

As we propose to do most communication
over the Internet, candidates must have
access to a capable PC, with email and
an Internet connection, and they must be

1HZV
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comfortable using a word processor
program. Campaigning experience is not
necessary, but systematic, organised
secretarial skills are.

If you are interested, please send an
email to contact@camcycle.org.uk by 21
October.

David Earl
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The county and city councils have begun a period of public
consultation on a number of improvements for cyclists on
Newmarket Road. There have been a lot of changes along this
route in recent years, but they’ve mostly been to help Park and
Ride buses, not cyclists. So this latest package of changes is to
be welcomed.

These proposals have not come out of the blue – council officers
have been talking to the Cycling Campaign for some time about
them – and the mention of possible schemes in Newsletter 36
was more of a ‘leak’ of possible discussions than a report of
definite proposals.

Three years ago we published a detailed set of proposals in our
Newmarket Road Corridor Report, and it is gratifying to hear
that council officers have kept this report close to hand when
considering how to improve conditions for cyclists along this
very busy road.

The proposals can be summarised as follows:

z Widening of the shared-use pavement between Swann’s
Road and Ditton Walk, and the replacement of the pelican
crossing there with a toucan crossing. There are two options
being floated here (see the section Swann’s Road to Ditton
Walk below).

z A central cycle approach lane on the outbound approach to
the Wadloes Road roundabout (see the section Wadloes
Road Roundabout below).

z A shared-use pavement on the north side between the
roundabout and Ditton Lane (see the section Wadloes
Roundabout to Ditton Lane below).

z Widening the existing central cycle approach lane on the
outbound approach to the Ditton Lane signals (see the
section Wadloes Road Roundabout below).

z Improved shared-use pavement outbound between Ditton
Lane and Meadowlands Road (see the section Beyond
Ditton Lane below).

6ZDQQ·V 5RDG WR 'LWWRQ :DON
From the point of view of cyclists, the section of Newmarket
Road over the railway bridge is perhaps one of the most
important. Here, five different cycle routes converge to cross the
railway. Apart from Newmarket Road itself in each direction,
cycle routes lead across Coldham’s Common to south-east
Cambridge, down Swann’s Road to the river, the city centre and
Chesterton, and along Ditton Walk towards the Wadloes Road
estate and Fen Ditton.

The shared-use pavement on the north side forms a key link
between these various cycle routes, but is much too narrow. It is
proposed to widen this pavement and convert it to a more
adequate shared-use cycleway. At the same time it is proposed
to convert the existing pelican crossing to a toucan crossing,
which is likely to make little difference other than to formally
permit cyclists to ride across.

Two options are being proposed here.

z The first option is to remove the existing on-carriageway
cycle lane (outbound) and incorporate it into a 3 m wide
shared-use pavement.

z The second option is to remove the right-hand traffic lane
(which is for traffic making a U-turn) and use the space to
construct a 3.5 m wide two-way cycle track with a separate
path for pedestrians. It is not clear whether the existing
on-road cycle lane would be retained in this arrangement. It
is also not clear whether this track could continue all the
way to Ditton Lane, since the road is much narrower there.

Cambridge Cycling Campaign will be opposing the first option
and arguing for the second, so long as the outbound cycle lane
is retained for cyclists making ‘through journeys’ along
Newmarket Road. If it doesn’t look as if there is room for this,
we will be trying to ensure that such cyclists are not
inconvenienced or endangered (for example by having to
negotiate a kerb, or cross the path of oncoming cyclists).

The second option is very much in line with one of the proposals
we made in our Newmarket Road Corridor report in 1998, and
council officers are to be commended for adopting it, as well as
for the proposal to reallocate road space from motorists to
cyclists at this important location.

'LWWRQ :DON WR :DGORHV 5RDG
5RXQGDERXW
This long section already has reasonably good cycle lanes. It is
proposed to repair a number of uneven sections and to apply a
red surface coating.

:DGORHV 5RDG 5RXQGDERXW
In our Newmarket Road report we described this as ‘very
unsatisfactory for cyclists’ and said that it should be removed
and replaced with traffic signals. Unfortunately the council has
decided not to follow our advice, and has decided to leave this
roundabout unchanged.

One of the many problems at this roundabout is that outbound
cyclists need to get into the right lane round the roundabout so
that they are in the right-hand lane as they approach the Ditton
Lane signals. The existing outbound cycle lane encourages such
cyclists to go round the roundabout on the left.

With this problem in mind, council officers have suggested
marking a central cycle lane on the eastbound approach to this
roundabout, to help cyclists heading out of town on Newmarket
Road to take the right-hand lane through the roundabout.

This is an interesting innovation, one that we didn’t make in our
report. Whilst it is a considered attempt at improving conditions
for cyclists, the real problem here is the roundabout, and the
provision of red paint is going to do little to prevent it remaining
an unpleasant and hazardous obstacle to cyclists. Introducing a
central cycle lane on the approach to a roundabout is an
innovation not yet seen in Cambridge: although we have seen
central cycle lanes on the approach to traffic signals before, this
is the first time we will have seen a central cycle lane on the
approach to a roundabout. We think that this is an interesting
idea, and worth trying, but one which we will be watching
carefully to see how well it works. The main criticism (mentioned
in Newsletter 36) is that it encourages cyclists to try to ride
round the roundabout in between the existing lanes of traffic,
when they would be much better advised to occupy the
right-hand lane fully. We shall see; we hope it does work.
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Here the road becomes a dual carriageway, and the left lane
becomes a left-turn-only lane for traffic turning into Ditton Lane.
This causes difficulties for straight-ahead cyclists, who have to
cross a stream of left-turning traffic to get into the right-hand
lane and then ride in an exposed position in the middle of the
road as they approach the junction.

This problem was recognised some years ago and the central
cycle lane here is a great help. In our Newmarket Road Corridor
report, however, we argued that more should be done. We said
that there should be a single lane leaving the roundabout. Then,
the left-turn lane could be marked as being a definite left turn off
this lane, much closer to the junction, in the manner established
elsewhere in the city such as the left turn from East Road to Mill
Road.

Unfortunately, council officers appear to have decided that such
changes would reduce traffic capacity too much here and so
have decided to leave the current arrangement virtually
unchanged. However, they have proposed widening the existing
cycle approach lane somewhat, which we welcome. (Can we
also have an advanced stop line at the end, please?)

The council has also proposed converting the pavement on the
north side of Newmarket Road between Wadloes Road and
Ditton Lane to shared-use. This is unlikely to be of much interest

to cyclists heading out of town (mainly because there will be
nothing to help them cross Ditton Lane), but it is already popular
with cyclists making shorter journeys between Wadloes Road,
Ditton Lane and Barnwell Road, via the existing pelican
crossing. Resurfacing and widening this pavement and making it
legal to cycle on is therefore a useful pragmatic proposal.

%H\RQG 'LWWRQ /DQH
East of the Ditton Lane junction, the only proposal is to widen
and resurface the existing shared-use pavement between Ditton
Lane and the first entrance to Marshall’s, on the northern,
outbound side only. Nothing is proposed for the city-bound side.

In our Newmarket Road Corridor report we said that we would
like to see a high-quality, one-way cycle track constructed here
on each side of the road, with priority over side roads. Improved
provision for cyclists is particularly badly needed in the outbound
direction, where the traffic lane is too narrow for motor vehicles
to overtake cyclists easily and cyclists are routinely harassed
from behind.

Given the council’s refusal to give cycle tracks priority over side
roads, we suggested that this cycle track could be transformed
into a cycle lane at each side road, so it could maintain priority.

Unfortunately our advocacy of cycle tracks built to continental
standards is yet again being ignored, and so we are likely to see
yet another typical Cambridge pavement cycleway, where you
have to come to a halt and give way at every side road.

&RQFOXVLRQ
Full marks to the council for studying the report we wrote three
years ago and including some of its suggestions in its current
proposals. We’re particularly pleased to see that our proposal to
reallocate road space from motorists to cyclists on the
Newmarket Road railway bridge has been taken up.

Many of the recent changes on the riverside route (see Your
Streets This Month on the back page) were also first suggested
in our report. And, as always, we’re very grateful to council
officers for consulting us at an early stage.

However, it has to be said that some of our key proposals for
Newmarket Road have been ignored. Both the roundabout at
Wadloes Road and the left-turn-only lane into Ditton Lane will
remain. And, as for high-quality continental cycle tracks with
priority over side roads (such as some of us saw in Münster last
week), we will have to dream on…

&DPSDLJQLQJ

If a cycle track can’t have priority over side roads, but a cycle
lane can, then why not transform the cycle track into a cycle lane

at each side road?
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curve around before reaching the Quy end and cross a bare
patch of ground where windscreen fitters and ambulances wait
at present. Where it joins the B1102 there will be a push-button
activated Toucan crossing which meets up with a new pathway
to the road leading to Quy Mill and the tunnel under the A14.
Motor vehicles will still use the old turn into this road.

The crossing is very close to the start of the Quy 40 mph area,
so can still expect to have 60
mph traffic across it, making it
potentially hazardous. The
sight line from the island to the
lights is going to be crucial,
and great caution will be
needed when emerging from
any queuing traffic in Church
Road onto the part of the
Toucan exposed to free-moving
traffic. However, the surface
leading to the Toucan will be
high-grip, and the Council will
consider putting in mild rumble
strips, to reinforce awareness
of the hazard.

On the side of the crossing
nearest the church, there is a
tight turn to negotiate to reach
the crossing edge, which (at
Wookey’s request) they will
look at easing. There is some scope for re-alignment of the path
leading up to it without encroaching onto the Council-owned

area used for church parking. We have
also requested sensors in the cycle

path in addition to the
push-buttons.

Overall it looks like a
well thought out scheme

that should reduce
the queuing on the
Quy road, which is

also to cyclists’ benefit if coming
from that direction. However, although
this road runs past my front door, when
the Bottisham cycleway has been
improved, I’ll be using that in preference

to the B1102.

One more interesting point emerged. The A14
tunnel is the responsibility of the Highway Authority.

So now I am going to have to find out who to
complain to about the nettles, and the mud and gravel

on the turning into it.
Mike Causer

There is a busy and fast T-junction next to the A14 roundabout
at Quy where the old Newmarket Road – now the A1303 – joins
the B1102 to Quy and Burwell. The County Council is proposing
to make changes here, mostly aimed at helping cyclists. In
August Wookey and I went to look at an exhibition of the
proposals. We think the changes should be beneficial, not only
to cyclists but to everyone using that junction. Wookey is
currently preparing a Cycling Campaign response.

The most important benefit for cyclists, in my opinion, is not the
junction changes themselves, but the fact that they go hand in
hand with improvements to the cycleway to Bottisham. Without

the cycleway the scheme would be of limited benefit because
there is no allowance for cyclists using the A14 island or the
A1303. The improved cycleway will leave me with no good
reason to remain on that rather dangerous 60 mph roadway but
the junction needs to accommodate those who do. At the same
time, the path from the other side of the A14 to
Airport Way roundabout near the Park and Ride
site will be upgraded to a proper cycle
track.

Lights at the junction will be used to control
three streams of traffic: from Quy towards
Cambridge and the A14 roundabout, from
Newmarket towards Cambridge and from
Cambridge towards Newmarket. Traffic
bearing left from Cambridge to
Quy and turning left from Quy
towards Newmarket will not be
controlled.

The cycle and foot path that runs
along the church wall on the
triangle formed by the junction will

���
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Morning Evening
towards away from away from towards

Cambridge Cambridge Cambridge Cambridge

Quy–Cambridge via tunnel 11 0 14 3
Quy–Cambridge via road 0 0 4 2
Bottisham–Cambridge via tunnel 2 1 12 0
Bottisham–Cambridge via road 6 1 10 5

We counted cyclists morning (7.50–8.50) and evening (16.50–19.20) at this junction to see what they did. Weather was good on
both days. The figures show that most people heading for Quy and beyond use the tunnel but many on the A1303 use the
roundabout. It will be interesting to see whether improvements off road change this behaviour.

Looking towards the A14 roundabout, you can see how fast cars
leave the Newmarket Road to head for Quy because many are
in the middle of the road like this one. Taken from the site of the

new crossing, you can see it is just inside the speed limit

The cycleway to Bottisham
has scope for improvement
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Last issue we reported on the proposal to build a new cycle and
foot bridge over the railway alongside the existing Coldham’s
Lane bridge. Since then we have spent some time in the area
and have been to a consultation meeting with the County and
City Councils.

We concluded that, whilst there was a need for two-way cycling
over the new bridge to get to or from the Beehive site and York
Street and, at the other end, to and from Cromwell Road, the
bridge could almost certainly not accommodate the outbound

(towards Sainsbury) continuous movement along Coldham’s
Lane. It would take too long and is hard to do safely, whatever
measures are included. People either would not cross over twice
or would put themselves at risk by doing so.

We said that the best solution would be to convert the single
footway over the existing bridge, which is on the left heading out
of town, into a one-way cycle track. Some lamp standards would
have to be moved and the surface, including the points at which
it mergers with the road, would need to be of a high quality. This
is possible given the new bridge is also for pedestrians. The
most significant use would be on the new bridge side, and the
time penalty of crossing over is a much lower proportion of the
time spent on foot.

Of course a better solution would be either to rebuild the existing
bridge – which is in very poor condition anyway – or to build a
cycle- and foot-bridge on each side of the existing structure. But
the Council does not have the money for these and argues that
premises on the other side make it impossible.

7KH HQGV� DQG IXUWKHU DILHOG
We also made several suggestions regarding the detail at the
ends of the bridge, and the connection between the road, new
bridge and new cycle track. In particular, some land is needed
for rounding the corner into Cromwell Road on the out-of-town
side, and for providing a proper merge onto Coldham’s Lane
heading into town.

The junction at the Beehive will become a bigger problem all
round for cyclists, with or without a new bridge, when a fourth
arm is added into Coral Park. The bridge will just mean more
cyclists using the area. Therefore we said it is important to
replace this roundabout with traffic lights.

Finally, we made some observations about inadequacies in the
rest of Coldham’s Lane, the roundabout at Perne Road, and the
path through the Beehive to York Street.

If the County Council can stick to its timetable, there will be
wider consultation very soon now, with approval to start work
given at the end of October.

David Earl

&DPSDLJQLQJ
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With suitable resurfacing and moving the street lamps, we said
conversion of the old footway into a one-way cycle track would
avoid the need to cross over for outbound cyclists. Crossing the

road twice would be extremely fiddly, slow and potentially
hazardous.

Artist’s impression of the new cycle and foot bridge alongside Coldham’s Lane road bridge
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Stagecoach in Cambridge has announced that bus services will
be completely revised in Cambridge in November. Changes
include new buses coming into service, better timetabling,
revised routes and more services. In the longer term a
consortium called SuperCAM proposes a guided bus system for
the city. Changes may have both positive and negative effects.
So what are the implications for cyclists? We hear more
complaints about near misses (and worse) with buses than any
other vehicles.

If a better bus (or a tram) system means less traffic or less
traffic growth in the city then, clearly, cyclists benefit. However,
the vehicles themselves pose a threat simply because of their
size and sometimes the way they are driven.

Stagecoach’s changes in November will introduce forty new ‘Citi’
branded buses. These modern vehicles should be less polluting.
The extra capacity should allow the rearranged city services to
operate more effectively, and will extend services into the
evening and weekend. I know, as someone recently forced to
use buses for a period, that that can only
be for the better. The new vehicles and
new routes will be accompanied by
easier-to-read timetables with better
maps – ‘the old ones are, frankly, dull’
said Inglis Lyon, Managing Director of
Stagecoach Cambridge – more customer
consultation, and direct marketing of the
service. Clearly the company believes
that the Cambridge market has huge
potential.

On the other hand, the new buses are
longer than their current vehicles. In
particular, the back end of the new bus
models protrudes further behind the rear
wheels. While bus drivers are getting
used to them, cyclists will have to be very
careful indeed where a bus is turning
nearby.

The problem of inconsiderate (and
sometimes downright unsafe) driving has
not gone away either. In the last couple of
months we have received copies of two
complaints to Stagecoach about drivers
whose buses actually made contact with
the cyclist concerned. One driver told the

complainant that he’d brushed him because he was ‘taking up
too much room on the road.’

$OPRVW D WUDP
We may see even bigger vehicles on the streets in a few years if
SuperCAM’s proposals bear fruit. These include a guided bus

system from St Ives to Trumpington. Initially using city streets,
but later running alongside the railway, the tram-like vehicles

have their own ‘guideway’ for the dedicated
sections, but can also run on ordinary streets
in the central area.

Any system that has grooves in the road is a
clear hazard for cyclists. Two cyclists have
been killed in Sheffield as a result of their
new tramlines. However, most of the
possible guidance systems don’t rely on a
rail at least when street running. The cars
are very long: articulated, some models
twice.

There is potential for positive side-effects for
cyclists too. It should be possible to
construct any guideway with a cycle track
alongside. Indeed, this may be the most
fruitful way to achieve our Chisholm Trail
proposals in the future, as the consortium
want to utilise the same corridor along the
railway. It would be not unreasonable for us
to expect that the Councils would insist on
this. But what happens at pinch points where
space is tight?

Could bikes be put on the vehicles? It’s
entirely possible. While it would be
unreasonable to expect a whole car to be
taken up with bikes, there’s no reason some
shouldn’t be carried. Most US cities now
have bike carrying facilities on their buses.

&DPSDLJQLQJ
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Münster: cycle parking is standard at suburban bus stops

‘SuperCAM will look like a state-of-the-art transportation system.
Not like a bus, more like a modern tram. We intend to provide a

high quality vehicle that is a pleasure to use. While the exact
vehicle has not been chosen [the consortium] is working to find

the very best vehicles for Cambridge’ – SuperCAM

New leaflets from the National Cycling
Strategy include: ‘Combined bicycle
and bus or coach journeys’, ‘Model

Conditions of Carriage –
accommodating the bicycle on bus and
coach’ (which points out that over 40
operators will now carry bikes on their

vehicles) and two unrelated
publications on cycle security
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Among recent National Cycling Strategy publications are two
leaflets on combining bus and bike travel (see below). Several
Councillors have contacted us recently about the potential for
the new system to carry bikes.

And, of course, all tram stops should have bike parking. In our
trips to Århus in Denmark last year and Münster in Germany
recently we have seen cycle stands either incorporated in
standard bus shelters or sited beside them.

Call me a cynic, though. I have so often heard about fanciful
transport schemes for Cambridge which have never got
anywhere, that I wonder whether anything will ever get off the
ground. And would ordinary buses not fulfil the need more
cheaply?

David Earl
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Cambridge continues to develop a large network of routes that
allow cycling away from the busy main roads. These routes can
help encourage people, including young families, to get out of
their cars. Although restricted access points are often required to
prevent use by motor vehicles or to reduce conflict between
cyclists and pedestrians, there are many examples where
barriers are unnecessary or poorly designed. A classic example
is at the Devonshire Road end of the station cycle bridge, where
three pillars force any cyclist with a trailer bike (and most other
cyclists for that matter) to enter the bridge on the wrong side of
the bike path so risking a collision. Another example is the link
between Marmora Road and Coleridge Road where excessively
narrow barriers make it so difficult for access with a child seat or
large basket that one may as well cycle along the parallel Mill
Road. Finally, why, where a route is blocked to motor vehicles,
is it necessary to force heavy two-way cycle traffic through a
single narrow chicane? This occurs in many situations, including
the junction between Rustat Road and Greville Road.

There appears to be a lot of inconsistency in the design of these
barriers, even when they are placed on routes specifically
designed for cyclists. At an initial meeting, we will put our heads
together to discuss the whole issue. If you are interested, meet
at 140 Cherry Hinton Road at 7.30 pm, 18 October. For further
details contact me.

Martyn Smith
� martynpsmith@netscapeonline.co.uk

� (01223) 882710
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‘Linking with pedestrian, cycle, bus and train networks’ –
SuperCAM
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From 1 October 2001, Cambridge Cycling Campaign will have
its own email address, Internet address and phone number.

We’ve been living on borrowed addresses and numbers since
we started, though we obtained our own postal address a few
years ago. We felt it was time to strengthen the Campaign’s
identity and have more direct control over these important points
of contact. We can also now afford to do this; the Campaign’s
September general meeting approved funding for these
changes.

We have to change materials to reflect the new insurance rates
(third party insurance will rise to £3.50 from 1 October – see
Newsletter 37). We also want to order new items with our
contact details on them. Also, unfortunately, our old fax service
has been withdrawn. So now is a good time to make the
changes all at once. The old addresses will still work for the
foreseeable future – there are lots of copies of our old details in
circulation.

We’ve also taken the opportunity to redesign some of our
materials to give a more consistent appearance to what we do,
and to include the Campaign’s tag line (or ‘mission statement,’ if
you must). Much work has gone into updating the web site, to
make it easier to manage. Thanks to Martin Lucas-Smith for
this: Martin will now be our webmaster. But don’t be alarmed,
we’re not changing things too dramatically.

Thank you also to the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre
who have generously allowed us to use more and more of their
web space over the last six years.

David Earl

Email: contact@camcycle.org.uk

Web site: http://www.camcycle.org.uk

Telephone messages: (01223) 690718
Fax: also (01223) 690718 (from November)

Post: PO Box 204, Cambridge CB4 3FN
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Münster is an historic German university city about 100 km
north east of the big industrial conurbations of the Ruhr valley. It
was to here that ten of us headed on the first weekend in
September because of its reputation as a centre for cycling. And
so it proved.

In many ways it is physically like Cambridge. It’s a little larger in
population – 280,000 including the immediate rural hinterland –
but about the same size physically. It has narrow central streets
with busy urban distributor roads further out. Its railway station
is off-centre and there’s even a motorway west and north of the
city, boxing it in just like Cambridge.

On Saturday we followed the City Council’s tour of their cycle
provision. Many of the same techniques were used as here: for
example closing rat runs at a diagonal (like Suez Road or
Hooper Street), contraflow lanes and route signing. But whilst
surfaces and widths left a lot to be desired, much of the detail
was to a higher standard – there weren’t the repeated wiggles,

give-ways and bumps up and down that we are subject to here.
Bikes were always properly integrated into junctions; our only
real example is Barton Road.

But as some of the participants have said, perhaps the most
striking thing, as in our trips to Netherlands and Denmark, is
that motorists don’t intimidate cyclists. They always gave way to
us when we crossed side roads. Whereas here the Council
argues that it would be hazardous for a car to have to do this, it
is normal practice in every European city we have visited so far.

�(��	�
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Ten go to Münster – from left to right: Lisa, David, Simon, Myra,
Nigel, Neil, James, Martin, Clare and Dave.

‘Fahrradfreundliche Stadt in Nordrhein-Westfalen’ – Bicycle
friendly city in North Rhine–Westphalia. Signs on the main roads
focus on the bike as the symbol of the city. The city is proud of
what it has done for bikes, to the extent that they were able to

send us a map for a tour of their cycle facilities.

The enormous number of bikes in Münster need enormous
storage, not least at the railway station. The city’s solution is

what we first suggested for Cambridge – a store underneath the
square immediately outside the station, called RadStation

(literally, "Cycle Station"). The triangular glass canopy is the
striking manifestation of the store above ground.
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machine they own the road, they think that because they have a
large, hard and powerful machine they must take extra care and
give way to the more vulnerable. Yes, cyclists are expected to
keep to the special tracks, but these take you where you want to
go, give you priority over side roads and lead you off safely into
the right position at junctions—Lisa

In Munster I was particularly impressed by the number of
cyclists (much greater than in Cambridge), by the fact that they
so obviously included people from a much wider social range
(including the wealthy and respectable bourgeoisie who would
almost all be in cars here), by the courtesy extended to cyclists
by motorists and by the huge government or local authority
investment in cycle planning and cycle facilities. As someone
approaching old age I greatly appreciated the well-marked
priority given to cyclists at road junctions and roundabouts and
the excellent smooth-surfaced off-road cycle paths being
constructed at great expense along most out-of-town main
roads. My one strong dislike was the fact that mopeds are
allowed on these cycle paths—James

The city has a really valuable asset in its ‘Promenade’, a 5 km
ring road right round the central area dedicated to cycles and
walkers. Some 4m wide, well surfaced, and with proper
crossings at every single radial road it crossed, it linked lots of
areas of the town. But, though it was better further out, I was
disappointed by the surface quality and width of many of the
urban cycle tracks – mostly tile or brick, and sufficiently narrow
that everyone would have to travel at the pace of the
slowest—Dave

In many places motor traffic was held behind a ‘retarded stop
line’ so cyclists
could use the
space behind
an advanced
stop line. The
sign that
achieved this
was very
simple: Bei rot
hier halten (on
red stop here).
It may have
been
unfamiliarity
with the system
or just the Brit’s
legendary lack
of foreign
tongues, but
the first car we
saw that had
transgressed
carried a
British number
plate!—David

Everywhere we
looked, there
were bicycles,
easily putting
even the number at Cambridge railway station to shame—Martin

On the Sunday we meandered around the quieter roads west of
the city. We discovered that cycle routes and tracks are pretty
universal even away from the urban area.

James Woodburn is keen to visit France next year. If any of you
know of a particularly appropriate place to visit, do let us know.

David Earl

* an in-joke: as well as rooms for the night, our hotel, right next
to the station, offered us a ‘rich Westfalian breakfast’ which
turned out to be just like hotel buffet breakfasts worldwide.

I liked best the extent of the cycle routes out into the
countryside, and the thoroughness of that provision. It was great
to see the general impact that cycling on a large scale has on
the quality of life in the urban environment – to give us a vision
of what life could be like if people could get sufficiently
motivated to get cycling—Neil

The thing that struck me most was the continuity and clarity of
the provision for cyclists. Whenever you arrived at a junction,
you knew from road or pavement markings exactly how to get
through it and out the other side. Routes didn’t just stop dead
and expect you to levitate to the other side. The sheer number of
people cycling, even on a weekend, was impressive, too – it
rather put Cambridge to shame—Clare

There are many excellent things to say about cycling in Münster,
but I think what makes it all work so well is attitude. Drivers do
not think that because they have a large, hard and powerful

1HZV

Owners stow the bikes themselves, but there
are barriers and swipe cards to control access
as well as staff on hand. Bikes on the upper
storey do not need to be lifted manually –
there were two kinds of contraption to lift

them.

Inside, underground, bikes are stacked. This is two-thirds of one
row – and there were about eight rows. It costs 1DM (about

35p) per day, or 120DM (£40) for an annual pass.

Another entrance, like all of them with gentle entry ramps, was
across the street. This meant you could get to the store without
crossing the busy road in front of the station. The centre is open
5.30 am to 11 pm. There’s a cycle repair and rental shop there

too.
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Lanes are clearly marked on the cycle tracks. This is necessary
because the junction is controlled by lights with different phases

for different directions.

The forward stop line for cyclists is maybe 50 m ahead,
indicating just how many cyclists they need to accommodate at
busy times at this junction. The sign on the nearest signal says

‘except bicycles’ meaning they can pass the first light at red.

Nearly all one way streets exempt cyclists, as in the Netherlands,
with a simple sign, no complicated infrastructure. ‘No entry,

except bicycles’ is the rule.

Just as the UK Department of Transport won’t allow ‘except
cycles’ under a no entry sign, they don’t have a sign for slip

lights for cycles only either. Of course, pragmatic Germany has
both. Dogmatic conservative signing policies hold back what we

could do in Cambridge.

The Promenade, a really valuable traffic-free connector ring right
around the city centre, at the same time a peaceful escape from
the busy city. It follows the line of the old city walls, which have

long since vanished.
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This is typical of cycle track construction, and if there is a cycle
track you must use it in Germany. It’s a pity that the surface

quality lets them down, and while they are nearly always on both
sides of the road, they are fairly narrow. However they are

always segregated from pedestrians, and don’t twist all over the
place at junctions – they just go straight across. Mind you, in the

central streets without tracks, the cobbles you can see in the
main carriageway were wildly uncomfortable!

The RadStation is turned into a cultural centre for a day, with a
pianist hoisted aloft in the entrance dome. Unfortunately it went
on all night, and as our hotel was next door, some of us were a

little sleepy the next day!

Another typical scene on a busy urban distributor road. Even on
a Saturday, out of term time, there were vast numbers of people

out on bikes. Child trailers were commonplace.
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Twice a year the Cycle Campaign Network (CCN), in
conjunction with the CTC, organises conferences to update
campaigners on latest developments in cycle planning and
campaigning. These conferences are a good way to find out
what’s going on, and to meet people from other cycling
campaigns.

The next conference will take place on Saturday 13 October
2001 in Chesterfield.

Presentations will include:

z Green Transport Plans and promoting cycling to Health
Authorities

z CTC’s objectives regarding off-road cycling

z Business analyst Malcolm Wardlow will be challenging the
notion that cycling is inherently dangerous

z Wheel Alternatives, a York based company, will be
demonstrating how they have successfully converted over
seventy businesses to their cycle haulage services.

&7& &DPSDLJQ 6NLOOV ZRUNVKRSV
The CTC runs a training programme for cycle campaigners, to
provide some of the essential campaigning skills needed in
today’s world. The programme, which is delivered by three
experts and a professional facilitator, is open to anyone who is
interested in campaigning on cycling or transport issues. The
workshops are free to CTC Right to Ride representatives and
cost £5 to others.

Dates and locations are:

z 10 November, Ipswich

z 12 January, Bristol

z 2 March, London
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The debate that has now run over the last two newsletters
appears to be symptomatic of two schools of thought that
surface continually in several of the Campaign’s forums. In
short, they may be described as (a) the assertive school, which
is confident of its own abilities and requires sufficient road space
to be able to cycle at a good speed even in urban areas, and (b)
the segregationist school, which wishes to see motorised traffic
kept at a safe distance from cyclists.

Members of the Campaign hear both views put at the stall on
Saturdays, at monthly open meetings and I have no doubt that
the issue crops up in committee discussions also. I believe that
the Campaign needs to take account of, and to represent, both
views. (If politics teaches us anything, it is surely that the ‘broad
church’ approach is likely to be more successful in the long run,
even if more difficult to balance in the short run, than a narrow,
factional approach.)

Jonathan and Vicky Larmour (in Newsletter 37) clearly represent
the assertive school. They appear to use Radegund Road as a
through route to places further afield. Certainly, for east-west
cycle traffic, the street is a very useful part of the route that runs
from the city centre, over the cycle bridge and then via Davy
Road to Cherry Hinton, Fulbourn and other points east. I have
not used this route much in the morning or evening peaks, but I
have used it at other times and have found it to be relatively free
of traffic. I would always use it in preference to Mill Road or
Cherry Hinton Road, which carry much heavier traffic.

James and Lisa Woodburn (in Newsletter 36) appear to
represent the views of the segregationist school, although their
point of view is perhaps wider than the narrow definition that I
have given above. Their argument is essentially founded on the
changes to the schools in the area. Not long ago, it looked as
though Coleridge Community College might close; now, not only
has it been saved but a new primary school will be built on the
same site. James and Lisa advocate a number of measures,
including off-road cycle paths, that would encourage children to
cycle to school.

I have much sympathy with both views and do not see that they
need to be in conflict with one another. The great fear of the
assertive school is that, at some point, legislation is going to
force cyclists off the road and onto much slower cycle paths.
The corresponding fear of the segregationist school is that
unconfident cyclists (whether old or young) are going to be

deterred from using their cycles by the prospect of injury if they
are forced to mix with cars and heavier traffic.

In many respects, Radegund Road is a good street for
accommodating both viewpoints. The roadway is wide enough to
take cyclists as well as cars, though I strongly support the
Larmours’ argument for enforcing better lane discipline. Also,
the verge is wide enough to take a cycle path, and the expanded
schools site provides a forcible argument for installing one at
least, on the northern or school side. I am sure that many
members of the campaign, and even many non-members, would
prefer to see the space being used by children cycling to and
from the primary and secondary schools rather than providing
additional car parking space for the residents as at present.
Given the density of traffic in Cambridge, such a cycle path
would probably be the only way to provide a route that would
qualify under the Safe Routes to School Initiative as being
genuinely safe.

It is in suburban areas like Radegund Road that the wide
variation in cycling speeds is most apparent. A strong cyclist
travelling down the slight hill towards the college may well be
travelling at six or seven times (at least) the speed of a young
cyclist travelling to primary school. In contrast, the speed in a
built-up area of a law abiding motorist would rarely be even
double that of a reasonably strong cyclist. Given such disparity
in cycling speeds, it is surely unreasonable to expect both
classes of cyclist to use the same provision.

Those of us who made the trip to Münster recently were
continually amazed by the tolerance and understanding shown
by motorists towards cyclists. We were there at the weekend
and therefore did not see a typical day during the week, but it is
likely that a large proportion of Münster’s motorists cycle at the
weekend and get a clear appreciation of cyclists’ needs. Until
Britain’s motorists show similar understanding, many of the
country’s cycling parents will wish to keep their young children
on their cycles but off the road. At the same time, cyclists need
to argue for the continued right to use the roadway as part of the
normal mix of traffic, when their needs are best served by doing
so.

The Campaign should not be afraid to represent both schools of
thought.

David Dyer
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We have much sympathy with most of the arguments put
forward in objection to various points in our article giving our
personal views on road planning for Radegund and Davy Roads
(Newsletters 36 and 37). All of us agree that traffic speed
reduction is imperative and that this should be accomplished
without the use of build-outs which are dangerous for on-road
cyclists.

Our main concern was and is with the needs of the more than
600 schoolchildren aged from four to sixteen who will soon be
attending Coleridge Community College and who will be drawn
from an area on both sides of Radegund and Davy Roads.
Public transport from the catchment area to the school barely
exists and we believe that it is in everyone’s interest that as

many as possible of these children should cycle or walk to
school and as few as possible should be taken to school by car.
Our cycling community should remember that cycling to school
is a major, perhaps the major, source of recruitment of adult
cyclists and that cycling to school is in decline.

We believe that if parents are to feel confident about cycling to
school with their young children and about allowing their older
children to cycle on their own, off-road as well as on-road routes
must be provided. Even if traffic speeds are reduced, it is
unlikely that many parents of primary school children will be
convinced that on-road cycling in Radegund Road is safe for
them in the rush hour. The greatest danger is obviously the
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Most adult cyclists will quite rightly continue to use the road.
Provision and entitlement for them must be strengthened, not
weakened. But we should not be deterred from creating options
for off-road cycling on segregated paths for children, for less
confident cyclists and for the elderly. What we saw on the
Campaign visit to Münster reinforces our personal view that
off-road provision helps to stimulate the increased cycle use that
we all wish to see.

James and Lisa Woodburn

mêlée of cars pulling in and out and doors opening at the
dropping-off points outside the school.

The off-road cycle paths we proposed for each side of Radegund
and Davy Roads would not be next to the road. Instead they
would be alongside the existing pavements but segregated from
them and built over the inner edge of the wide grass verges. The
residual verge would still be wide and would mean that young
cyclists approaching the school would be well away from the
wheels and doors of the cars in the chaotic dropping-off zone.
From the surveys Campaign members have carried out in
Trumpington Road and Queen Edith’s Way (Newsletters 13 and
18), we know that where there is a choice between on-road and
off-road routes, a surprisingly high proportion of cyclists opt for
the off-road routes. We believe that such a choice is important,
particularly for children, but also for other learners, for those
lacking in confidence and for the elderly. Cycling and the Cycling
Campaign are not only for skilled and confident cyclists.

Radegund and Davy Roads are, we believe, very suitable for
segregated off-road cycle paths of the Barton Road type. There
are only two side roads on Radegund Road, one of which is a
cul-de-sac and the other, directly opposite, carries virtually no
through traffic. Davy Road has no side roads on one side and
one cul-de-sac and an in-and-out driveway to flats on the other.
In all of these cases a raised red crossing giving cyclists and
pedestrians priority over road traffic (or at least equal priority as
in Barton Road) should be effective. In the case of Radegund
Road the two crossings could be part of a table extending
across the road as part of the measures to reduce traffic speeds.

The crossing of Coleridge Road is problematic for three reasons:
the speed of the traffic in Coleridge Road, the fact that so much
traffic turns at the junction and the fact that visibility to the right
when coming out of Radegund Road is poor because of parked
cars. Traffic movement at this junction – vehicle, pedestrian
and, especially, cycle – is likely to increase substantially in the
near future because of the developments which we mentioned in
our article. We favour traffic lights, but a raised table like the
one at the junction of Rock Road and Hartington Grove might be
a possible alternative.
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This short cycle path, built as a result of a Campaign
initiative to link Rustat Road and Clifton Road, has at last

been given a red surface, street lighting and dropped kerbs
at each end. We have been pressing the City Council for

well over a year to persuade Prowting Homes, the
developers, to finish their work. We hope that the Council
will now put up appropriate signing without further delay.
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Cambridge police recover over 1000 bicycles every year, but
many of these are never claimed. If you’ve lost your bike you
can now look for it on-line by going to www.cambs.police.uk
and choosing ‘Recovered Cycles’ from the quick-locator. This is
updated weekly with photographs of selected bikes recovered
within the last 42 days. After that time, bikes are auctioned or
scrapped.

The next Police auction of recovered bikes will be in Saturday
6 October, at the Scout Hut, in Stanesfield Road, Whitehill
Estate, Cambridge. Viewing starts at 9 am. For more
information� (01354) 688197.

Last year the County Council launched its Bicycle Safe Hire
Scheme, following concerns over safety standards of hire bikes.
Cambridgeshire Trading Standards Officers have completed a
survey of hire bikes in Cambridge which shows a dramatic
improvement in the safety of cycles. Almost 50% of the 314 hire
bikes examined at language schools were fault free, compared
with only 24% in 1999. Problems with brakes had dropped by
60%. http://www.cambridgeshire.gov.uk/sub/tsd/conleaf/
bikehire.htm

This year’s Home Farm Trust Sponsored Bike Ride will be on
Sunday 14 October. There are two routes, of 20 or 50 mile rides,
both leaving from Orford House, near Stansted Mountfichet,

Bishops Stortford. For information, � (01525) 379830 �
seftihiou@hft.org.uk

The clocks change on Sunday 28 October. Don’t forget your
bike lights on the Monday.

Would you like there to be a Cycling Campaign Christmas
Gathering this year? If you think so, or have any suggestions
for venue or type of event, we’d like to hear from you.

Clare Macrae

Cambridge cyclists deserve better bike parking than that made
from bent galvanised scaffolding tubes. Around the Guildhall,
the world’s biggest ever cycle parking experiment is quietly
under way. In May the old wheel benders in that area were
ripped out and replaced with eight different types of cycle rack.
The new cycle parking is thought to reduce cycle theft by making
it easier to lock a bike properly, and was reported in Newsletter
35. Evaluation of these racks continues with the cycle parking
survey enclosed with this copy of the newsletter, or available on
the Web. Please fill it in.

Simon Nuttall
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In mid-March we wrote to Cambridge City Council asking for
urgent action over some newly-installed bus shelters whose
advertising panels were creating a hazard for cyclists and bus
passengers on shared-use pavements. This was reported in
some detail in Newsletter 35. Here is an update on what has
happened since.

At the end of March, the Council sent us a list of proposed
changes to many of the shelters that Cllr Chris Howell and the
Cycling Campaign had complained about. Most of the changes
would involve moving shelters further back from the road,
making it harder for people to walk out from the shelter into the
path of a passing cyclist, and putting up warning notices for bus
users. Also, a number of advertising end-panels would be

removed altogether.

We responded saying that the replacement of some shelters to
eliminate the closed end-panels was very welcome news, but
that we didn’t believe that guard-rails and warning notices would
solve the fundamental visibility problems. We thought that
guard-rails would be very unpopular with bus users, and
wouldn’t prevent children from running out, unseen, into the path
of a cyclist.

We have recently received final details of the planned changes,
and dates for some of them too. Of the four locations that we
said needed urgent action, these are the plans:

z Milton Road/Green End Road: Adshel will be requested to
provide a non-advertising shelter. Date not yet programmed.

z Hills Road/Long Road: The advertising panels will remain,
but the shelter will be moved back, a guard-rail will be

installed, and a warning sign will be added, saying ‘Beware
cycles when leaving shelter’. Programmed for 23 October.

z Cherry Hinton Road (at Cherry Hinton Hall entrance):
The advertising panels will remain, but the shelter will be
moved back, a guard-rail will be installed, and a warning
sign will be added, saying ‘Beware cycles when leaving
shelter’. Programmed for 23 October.

z Trumpington Road (opposite Bentley Road): The shelter
will be replaced by one that is open at either end (a
so-called ‘cantilever shelter’). Programmed for 24 October.

We are pleased to hear that much of the work is now scheduled
to take place, but we find it appalling that Adshel have not yet
replaced the shelter at the Milton Road–Green End Road
junction, and that no date has yet been programmed for this
work.

In our negotiations with the City Council over the matter, we
made it clear that our concern was over the safety issue, and
not with their commercial agreement with a private company.
We very much hope, however, that any future commercial
agreements will allow the City Council to resolve any safety
problems much more promptly.

Clare Macrae
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This shelter, on Milton Road near the junction with Green End
Road, will be replaced by one with transparent panels at both

ends – but we still don’t know when.
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From the Press and Publications Office, University of Cambridge

A new initiative to segregate cyclists and pedestrians has been
introduced at the Downing site in the centre of Cambridge.

The scheme has been introduced to reduce the risk of cyclists
and pedestrians colliding and sustaining injuries. It also routes
cyclists away from an area prone to slime build up on paving
slabs. After consultation with the departments there, the
Downing Site Committee decided to erect signs to direct cyclists
one way around the McDonald Institute and pedestrians the
other. The Estate Management and Building Service designed
the signs and created the new routes.

Although the paving is cleaned regularly, the corner of the
McDonald Institute is in the shade for the majority of the day and
is more prone to the build up of slime. This created a potential
hazard for cyclists in particular who tend to travel at a greater
speed than walkers.

Prior to the signs going up there had been three reported
instances of accidents due to the slime and one of a cyclist
colliding with a pedestrian.

The scheme has been welcomed by the users of the site and
those that travel through it.
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In early September 2001, Cambridge MP Anne Campbell
brought together around thirty people who have an interest in
transport in Cambridge, in a one day ‘summit’ meeting.
Councillors, council and government officers, transport
operators and interest groups like ourselves were there. The
promised Government transport minister, John Spellar,
unfortunately was not!

There is a turnover of people in various organisations, so it was
helpful to meet the ‘new players’. For example, three different
people have managed Cambridge railway station since we first
established contacts there and Stagecoach in Cambridge has a
fairly new Managing Director. There were a few snippets of
information and progress reports that we weren’t aware of
before. But will the meeting change anything significant? I doubt
it.

The transport operators’ favourite phrase was step change. Both
Stagecoach and the Guided Bus consortium used it, and I have
written about this separately. Even the rail operators were being
fairly up-beat, looking at direct Norwich–Cambridge services

from next year and more London trains. The capacity of
Cambridge station beyond this is a problem though. The station
area redevelopment has been slow. Spillers have announced
that the flour mill will be closed and this means that plans will
have to be rethought. This means that there will probably now
be more space to fit the complex jigsaw of users into the area.

John Brown (from the Government Offices for Eastern Region)
tried hard to dispel the widely reported notion that implementing
the A14 widening proposals in the Cambridge to Huntingdon

Multimodal Study report would lead to a 30% increase in traffic
entering Cambridge on that corridor. What he told us was that
30% is a smaller increase than would occur if nothing at all was
done. On the assumption that a £3 charge would be made either
as a toll or as a parking levy, traffic would actually decrease.

According to him, the 30% increase would only occur if the
financial regime that the report recommends were not
implemented.

Much of the afternoon was spent discussing the charging
options. Cambridgeshire has expressed interest in moving
forward with workplace parking charges, but the issue is clearly
highly politically charged and a decision hangs in the balance.

The most depressing contribution came from the taxi drivers.
The speech – addressed to the absent minister – basically
amounted to ‘Cambridge should be organised for the benefit of
taxi drivers’ livelihoods.’ Traffic lights should be abolished and
roundabouts introduced; speed limits should be raised so that
they can go faster and so that there’s nothing to get in their way;
fuel costs are too high; taxis should be subsidised, and fares
should not be set at the whim of the City Council. The speech
was highly effective – in alienating most of the audience. It was
an object lesson in how to shoot oneself in the foot.

David Earl
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I am delighted to introduce myself
to readers of the Cambridge
Cycling Campaign Newsletter. As
the Travel for Work Adviser, I
provide expertise to businesses to
help them reduce their travel costs.
The scheme and its sister project,
Cycle Friendly Employers, both
report to a steering group of
regional development partners that
includes the Cambridge Cycling
Campaign.

Lower business mileage costs,
improved staff productivity, better
staff retention and recruitment, and
more impressed customers can all
be achieved by getting transport
right. I can provide free support to
help design simple and practical
measures, consistent with broader
company objectives, in a workable
Travel Plan.

The way employers approach transport issues affects
all of us, both as employees and local residents. Smart
organisations know that it’s important to consider
employees and the wider community to fully realise the
benefits of better transport. The bigger picture is wider
environmental, transport and health benefits for
everyone.

I come from a background that includes consultancy,
regional development and business support. While my
role includes maintaining a network of contacts with
transport interests and responsibilities, the best insights
often come from individuals rather than organisations.
Perhaps you have a bright idea about how your
employer could get to grips with a transport issue?

Please get in touch if there is any matter that I could
help you with.

Bill Park Weir
Travel for Work Adviser, Cambridgeshire County Council

� (01223) 712429 �
Bill.ParkWeir@cambridgeshire.gov.uk
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‘So how much did you pay for those silly lights? We had a good
laugh about them.’ That was Ben Hayward mechanic Kevin’s
reaction when he saw them. ‘Did you get them out
of a cornflake packet?’ asked Lisa Woodburn.

Decidedly un-cool then. ‘For FUN and extra
SAFETY’ it says on the packet. I guess I’d agree
with the first part, but I can’t say I’m terribly
convinced by the latter.

What are they? We were canvassed about this
product from New Zealand by email earlier this
year, so when we were sent a sample, we thought
we’d give it a go. The pack includes three LED
small lights – red, green and yellow – plus a battery
housing and fixtures. The idea is to mount the
battery pack near the hub in the front wheel, and the
lights 120° apart at the end of the spokes. When
you ride in the dark, persistence of vision means
you see circles of colour.

Basically it works as advertised, but you have to
ride fairly quickly and not be in terribly bright
ambient street lighting to get the best effect. I
think it would attract some attention from the

side, but its use as a safety aid is questionable.
Would Dutch-style reflective tyre walls be more
effective?

The kit comes with a Velcro pouch and cable ties to attach the
battery pack and wires, and three curly rubber contraptions for
holding the lights, mounted in short plastic tubes, to the spokes.
It’s not hard to fit, though I was extra careful to make sure

everything was completely secure. I did not want a mass of
wires and batteries coming loose at 20 mph. The fittings

supplied have certainly held it in place
properly for the last month.

So ten out of ten for ingenuity, and not
enough ribbing that I wouldn’t keep them

on for the winter. A
fun little stocking
filler, perhaps,
available by mail
order for US $15
including post and packing from http://www.xtremelites.com.

David Earl
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Free to members, on cycling subjects.

)RU 6DOH
Shelford Designs’ tandem workstand; can also be shortened for
solo bikes. Supports bike with front wheel removed, at
convenient working height. As new, £30 (sells for £59). �
martynpsmith@netscapeonline.co.uk

Boy’s 20” wheel Ammaco Big Buffalo. Metallic red, 5 speed
derailleur, stainless mudguards. Good condition. £50 o.n.o. �
margot.sargent@yandela.net.� (01223) 527797

Lights are mounted in tubes attached to
the spokes

The Xtremelites kit includes battery housing, cable
ties and light holders

Maybe the effect is a bit hard to
see in black and white
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Tue 2 7.30 pm Monthly open meeting, Friends’ Meeting House, Jesus Lane, at the Park Street junction. (Tea and coffee,
a chance to chat, and for us to introduce ourselves to new members for the first half-hour. The meeting
itself starts at 8 pm.)

Sat 6 Police cycle auction at the Scout Hut, Stanesfield Road, Whitehill Estate, Cambridge� (01354) 688197

Sun 14 2 pm Leisurely ride. Meet at Brookside, near Lensfield Road. A countryside ride at a gentle pace. Includes a tea
shop or café stop. We are usually back in Cambridge by 6 pm. Don’t be confused by the longer CTC
afternoon ride, which sets off at 2.15 pm

Sun 14 The Home Farm Trust Sponsored Bike Ride. 20 or 50 mile rides, from Orford House, Near Stansted
Mountfitchet, Bishops Stortford. For information, � (01525) 379830 or � seftihiou@hft.org.uk

Mon 15 7 pm Join us for a social gathering at CB2 café 5–7 Norfolk Street

Wed 17 8.30 am Newsletter 38 review and Newsletter 39 planning meeting, over breakfast at Tatties cafe

Thu 18 7.30 pm New Obstructions subgroup meets. 140 Cherry Hinton Road

Sun 28 2 am British Summer Time ends. Clocks go back an hour: don’t forget your bike lights!

Tue 30 Bicycle Maintenance improvers evening class – five weekly sessions. To check course dates, fees, get
more information or enrol, call the Community Education Office� (01223) 712340 or 712341. Questions
about course content � david.green@smallworld.co.uk

1RYHPEHU

Tue 6 7.30 pm Annual General Meeting, Friends’ Meeting House, Jesus Lane. See article, and the description for 2
October

Sat 10 Newsletter 39 deadline. Please send copy to Mark Irving

Sun 11 2 pm Leisurely Ride. Meet at Brookside, near Lensfield Road. See 14 October for description

Mon 19 7 pm Join us for a social gathering at CB2 café 5–7 Norfolk Street

Wed 28 7.30 pm Newsletter 39 Envelope Stuffing at the Baby Milk Action offices, 23 St Andrews Street (between the
Robert Sayle main and computer shop entrances, entrance next to Lunch Aid). Help very much welcomed!

'HFHPEHU

Tue 4 7.30 pm Monthly open Meeting, Friends’ Meeting House, Jesus Lane. See description for 2 October

Sun 9 2 pm Leisurely Ride. Meet at Brookside, near Lensfield Road. See 14 October for description

Mon 17 7 pm Join us for a social gathering at CB2 café 5–7 Norfolk Street

The list of maps of Cambridge
produced by the County Council is
growing. The most recently
published map is the Cambridge
City Centre Shopping and Access
Map. This is actually a collection of
three maps on one sheet, together
with lots of information about all
modes of transport, and the various
shopping areas of Cambridge. The
‘Cambridge Cycle Access’ map on
the reverse usefully includes several
city-centre cycle parking locations. A
summary of the Park and Ride sites
also lists the number of cycle racks
and lockers at each site.

We’ve mentioned the Delivery
Route Map before. The city centre
has been divided into eight named
areas. This map shows how to reach (by motor vehicle) the
entry and exit points for each one. Recently, light-blue signs
have been installed around the city centre marking these named
areas.

The separate Cycle Route Map, which Campaign members
helped produce, is the third one featured. You can also find
this map on the web, albeit without a key to explain the
colour scheme and symbols.

There will soon be four maps in this series:

Map Web address

Cycle Routes www.cambridgeshire.gov.uk/
sub/eandt/highways/cambridge/cycmap.jpg

Delivery Route www.cambridgeshire.gov.uk/
sub/eandt/highways/cambridge/cmbs.pdf

Shopping and Access www.cambridgeshire.gov.uk/
sub/eandt/highways/cambshop/

Disabled Access Due to be published soon

Copies of all the maps are available from Jemma Little�
(01223) 718587 � Jemma.Little@Cambridgeshire.gov.uk.

She is also collating comments and corrections for the cycle
route map.

Clare Macrae
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Yet another footway buildout is to be constructed in Queen’s
Road, at a new pelican crossing near Clare College.
Construction will have started by the time you read this. This will
cause a hazard to southbound cyclists, especially at those times
when there are few parked cars (such as the morning peak,
when parking is prohibited). When we asked the council to
remove the buildout, we were told that this would only be
possible if they removed additional car parking spaces and they
were not prepared to do this. A pedestrian crossing is badly
needed here. But why does the safety of cyclists have to be
made worse merely to save a few car parking spaces for
shoppers?

1RZ 2SHQ
At long last the major streetscape works in Magdalene Street
and Bridge Street are – just about – complete. There’s a
one-way priority flow system in Magdalene Street, a reduced-
width advanced stop line at the Chesterton Road end, two-way
flow through the rising bollards (and a possible new hazard for
cyclists), and new road markings at the Round Church junction.
See article on page 2.

1HDULQJ FRPSOHWLRQ
A number of welcome improvements along the Riverside
Corridor are now nearing completion. On Jesus Green, a new
cycle access by the Rat and Parrot pub is now complete. This
allows cyclists to ride between the riverside path and
Thompson’s Lane without the need to use a narrow pinch stile.
Where beer lorries and other vehicles blocked this access,
additional bollards were later installed to prevent pavement
parking. On Midsummer Common, a cattle grid is under
construction at the Auckland Road access point – this will
greatly improve links to the Grafton Centre. On Riverside a
short length of cycleway is nearing completion along the very
wide pavement under Elizabeth Way to allow cyclists to take the
most direct route between Midsummer Common and Riverside.

Finally, on Stourbridge Common, a cattle grid for cyclists is
being introduced at the access point from Garlic Row, avoiding
the need for cyclists to use a swing gate. A new path across
Stourbridge Common will link Riverside and Garlic Row.

3URSRVHG
We reported in Newsletter 37 that a number of improvements
for cyclists were being considered for Newmarket Road.
Detailed proposals have now been announced: see article on
page 4.

Proposals have been announced for traffic signals and cycleway
improvements at the B1102/A1303 junction east of Cambridge.
This is the junction a few hundred metres north of the Quy
Roundabout; the B1102 forks left to the Swaffhams and Burwell
and the A1303 forks right towards Bottisham. The main changes
here are traffic signals (to reduce collisions between cars), a
toucan crossing across the B1102 and short lengths of cycleway
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to improve access to the tunnel under the A14. See article on
page 6.

Outside the Rat and Parrot, before and after the bollards to
prevent pavement parking and obstruction of the cycle route

were installed
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